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superior bags & pouches
Shelf life & Shelf appeal

Food and beverage packaging is highly regulated.
So you’ll want a partner that’s not only qualified but
also energized to bring high standards and fresh thinking
to the table. It’s what we call the “into it™” factor. Perhaps
it’s our employee-ownership. Or that we’ve assembled
so many diverse packaging services under one, very
large—200,000 sq. ft.—roof. Or maybe it’s because
we like what we do and are good at it. But it sure helps
us support all the cool applications that you’re into.
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Ideas are perishable,

Maco Pkg gives you room to create,
experiment and grow—now

Maco Pkg has the liquid fill, dry fill and converting
capacity to handle whatever you’re into.

We live in the solution. Even if there
doesn’t seem to be one —yet. So bring us
your most challenging assignments and let
us get into it.
No standard runs. Even on what might be
considered a “set” run of flexible packaging—
bags and pouches—you can count on your
Maco Pkg team to suggest ways to make the
most of your investment. Even if it means
reconfiguring equipment or building what
you need.
We treat yours like it’s ours. Thanks to
our access to rail lines (they run up to our
loading dock) and the size of our facility
(200,000 sq. ft.) we can carefully tend to
large quantities of dry or liquid materials.
What’s more, you can supply it, or we’ll
blend, mix, or acquire it for you.

Certified, naturally. Food and
beverage packaging requires certified
quality assurances—and we’re both
organic and kosher. We’ve worked hard
to earn our AIB superior rating and ISO
certifications as well.
Remove re-tooling fees from your diet.
Our liquid line has two unique fillers so we
can stop and go—or change up quickly—
without the usual high cost of tooling charges.
Everything from juices to puddings.
Pick your viscosity. Your quantity. We’ll
make it work. We’ll even add on-pack
containers—for a free-trial promotion
or trade show giveaway.

Talk to your Maco Pkg rep today, or visit us online at MacoPkg.com.
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Maco Pkg™ offers customers a diverse solution set for custom manufacturing of all types of bags and pouches
and the contract packaging of both liquid and dry products. Fueled by an engaged employee ownership,
Maco Pkg specializes in enthusiastic and proactive support for all aspects of the packaging process. Maco Pkg
is located in Newark, New York where the company operates a modern, 200,000 sq. ft. facility.
412 Van Buren St., Newark, NY 14513 | 315.226.1000 | 315.226.1050 fax
MacoPkg.com
© 2010 MACO PKG. Maco Pkg and “into it” are trademarks of Maco Bag Corporation.
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Innovative packaging
Organics
Samples / market testing

With materials as varied as lotions, gels, fragrances and fine
powders, the Health and Beauty category presents a wide
range of packaging opportunities. Ways to make the process
more efficient, sustainable, organic — or just on-shelf gorgeous.
So you need a partner who is not only rigorous in their
attention to detail, but also enthusiastic enough to go beyond
the expected. It’s what we call the “into it™ ” factor. Perhaps
it’s because we’re employee owned. Or that we’ve assembled
so many diverse packaging services under one, very large—
200,000 sq. ft.—roof. But it sure makes it easier to
support the things you’re into.
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Packaging is flexible.

It’s our standards that are rigid

Maco Pkg has the liquid fill, dry fill and converting capacity to handle whatever you’re into.

Want to look good? We have a regimen
that will make your next packaging
assignment much less stressful. It starts
with living in the solution—even if there
doesn’t seem to be one, yet. So on a
standard run of flexible packaging—bags
or pouches —you can count on your
Maco Pkg team to suggest ways to make
the most of your investment. Even if
it means reconfiguring equipment, or
building what you need from the ground up.
We treat yours like it’s ours. Thanks to
our access to rail lines (they run up to our
loading dock) and the size of our facility
(200,000 sq. ft.) we can carefully tend to
large quantities of dry or liquid materials.
What’s more, you can supply it, or we’ll
blend, mix, or acquire it for you.

Healthy. Vibrant. Certified. Your
packaging requires certified quality
assurances. We’ve worked hard to earn
ISO, organic and kosher certifications
(among others)— and our continuous
improvement strategies push us to alwayshigher levels of quality control.
Stretchhhhhh that budget. Our wet line
has two unique fillers so we can stop and
go—or change up quickly—increasing
speed to market and eliminating the need
for expensive re-tooling and set-up charges.
That makes lean startup resources go
much further.
From fragrance to gel. Pick your viscosity.
Your quantity. We’ll make it work. We’ll
even add promotional samples—for a free
trial or trade show giveaway.

Talk to your Maco Pkg rep today, or visit us online at MacoPkg.com.
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